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confirmed in this structure that both Co 
layers could be switched independently 
without any applied magnetic field via 
SOT. Meanwhile, the switching chirality of 
the Co layer with perpendicular anisotropy 
could be reversed freely by controlling the 
direction of the Co layer with in-plane 
anisotropy. Using this unique switching 
performance of the crossed anisotropic 
structure, a spin-logic device could be 
utilized to program AND, NAND, and 
NOT gates at zero magnetic field, which 
might advance the development of prac-
tical spin-logic devices compatible with 
sophisticated complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor (CMOS) and magnetic random access memory 
technology. Besides, realization of both field-free switching of 
perpendicular magnet and field-free control of its switching 
chirality might also guide to invention of more functional 
memories such as four-state memory in the near future.

A structure with stacking arrangement SiO2//Pt(5)/Co(0.4)/
Ru(1.4)/Co(1.2)/Pt(5 nm) were optimized to observe the 
crossed anisotropic magnetic configuration, where numbers in 
brackets were nominal thicknesses. In this stacking sequence, 
the bottom and top Co layers had perpendicular and in-plane 
anisotropy, respectively, while they were interlayer-exchange-
coupled via a Ru spacer. An easy axis (EA) along the y-axis was 
induced by a 300 Oe in-plane field during the deposition process 
(Figure 1b). M–H curves showed both in-plane and out-of-plane 
remanence due to the crossed magnetic anisotropy. Antifer-
romagnetic nature of the coupling effect could be inferred 
from reversible switching chirality in the same Hy direction  
(Figure 1c–e) and abnormal field-dependence of Hall resistance 
Rxy as discussed in Sections SA and SB (Supporting Information).

For a single perpendicular Co layer, chirality can be deter-
mined by the direction of an effective field Heff.[7,23] Switching 
behaviors of our samples with the crossed anisotropy became 
more versatile: the chirality could be convertible between clock-
wise and counterclockwise via only changing the magnitude 
of Hy due to an antiferromagnetic IEC field HIEC (Figure 1c). 
The bottom perpendicular Co layer experienced both Hy and 
HIEC, Heff = Hy + HIEC, where HIEC had opposite directions to 
the magnetization of the top in-plane Co layer. The Heff direc-
tion was thus dominated by Hy as it was large enough. Instead, 
it was determined by HIEC as |Hy| became smaller than |HIEC|. 
Therefore, the chirality underwent a reversal as Heff = 0, which 
indicated |HIEC| ≈ 1.8 kOe. Due to large thicknesses and domi-
nated transport properties of Pt layers, we estimated upper 

Spin–orbit torque (SOT)-induced magnetization switching exhibits chirality 
(clockwise or counterclockwise), which offers the prospect of programmable 
spin-logic devices integrating nonvolatile spintronic memory cells with logic 
functions. Chirality is usually fixed by an applied or effective magnetic field 
in reported studies. Herein, utilizing an in-plane magnetic layer that is also 
switchable by SOT, the chirality of a perpendicular magnetic layer that is 
exchange-coupled with the in-plane layer can be reversed in a purely electrical 
way. In a single Hall bar device designed from this multilayer structure, three 
logic gates including AND, NAND, and NOT are reconfigured, which opens a 
gateway toward practical programmable spin-logic devices.

Magnetization Switching

Spin logic based on spin–orbit torque (SOT) mechanism,[1–3] 
which utilizes spin Hall effect to switch magnetization for 
Boolean logic operations, has expressed its potential of con-
structing logic-in-memory computer architectures with high 
computing capability and low power dissipation.[4,5] As one 
characteristic of SOT switching, switching chirality of M 
versus I hysteresis loops (clockwise or counterclockwise) 
could be reversible[6–11] and further endow the corresponding 
spin-logic devices with programmability, versatility, and high 
integration.[12,13] However, the chirality is determined by the 
direction of an indispensable and symmetry-breaking field 
which is usually applied by an external field,[6–11,14,15] wedged 
structures,[16–19] or exchange bias/coupling effect[20–26] and is 
thus difficult to be reversibly controlled by electrical manners. 
Interestingly, Cai et al.[27] have shown the chirality can be elec-
trically reversed with aid of a ferroelectric substrate. However, 
the controllable chirality by pure electrical manner on main-
stream silicon substrates has not been realized yet. Here, we 
have fabricated a SiO2//Pt/Co/Ru/Co/Pt stacked structure 
with crossed anisotropy in which the bottom Co layer exhibits 
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, the top Co layer exhibits 
in-plane magnetic anisotropy, and the spacer Ru mediates 
interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) between them. We have 
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limit of the critical current density in Pt by supposing all the 
current flowing through the Pt layers. Thus, the critical density 
in our case was around 1.9 × 107 A cm−2 for |Hy| = 1 kOe.

More importantly, field-free SOT switching was also expe-
rienced (Figure 1d,e), providing a strong evidence for the 
presence of IEC. This characteristic brought about another 
advantage for application: switching chirality at zero field 
became reversible by controlling magnetic state of the in-
plane Co layer, clockwise for my

top > 0 and counterclockwise 
for my

top < 0. Fukami[20] and Lau[24] have applied exchange 
bias/coupling to realize field-free switching. In both cases, 
exchange bias was used either to exert Heff to a perpendic-
ular layer or stabilize an in-plane magnetization layer. Thus, 
chirality could only be reversed by changing direction of 
exchange bias, which requires high-temperature annealing. 
Qiu[28] showed feasibility of changing chirality by interface 
treatment but a symmetry-breaking field was still needed. 
Although field-free switching and controllable switching chi-
rality has also been demonstrated with the aid of ferroelectric 
substrates, this property has not been realized on silicon.[27] 
Here, we introduced a switchable in-plane layer that provided 
symmetry-breaking field via IEC. Furthermore, magnetization 
of the top Co layer (my

top) with in-plane anisotropy could even 

be switchable by a preset current along the x-axis (Ix) besides 
the external Hy (Figure 2b).

In the above switching measurement (Figure 1c–e), current 
along the y-axis (Iy) was applied. Polarization of spin current 
(σ//j × z) induced by spin Hall effect was thus along the x-axis, 
orthogonal to EA of the bottom perpendicular layer. Due to cou-
pling with the top in-plane layer or presence of HIEC, the per-
pendicular layer could be switched by Iy as reported before.[21,23] 
Meanwhile, σ was also orthogonal to EA of the in-plane layer 
which was already along the y-axis. According to Fukami,[14] it is 
also possible for σ to switch my

top if HIEC experienced by the in-
plane layer with large perpendicular component. Here, owing to 
larger anisotropy energy of the top Co layer, only the bottom per-
pendicular layer was switchable in Mode I (Figure 2a). (Detailed 
derivation is attached in Section SC, Supporting Information.)

When Ix was applied (Figure 2b), σ was along the y-axis 
and then parallel to EA of the in-plane layer, making this layer 
switchable.[14,29,30] Besides, Ix was not parallel to HIEC, making 
the perpendicular layer unswitchable. In Mode II (Figure 2b), 
only the in-plane layer became switchable. Thus, we could 
independently switch both perpendicular and in-plane layers 
by SOT without any applied magnetic fields in Mode I and II, 
respectively.
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Figure 1. Hall bar structure of devices and their magnetic and switching behaviors. a) Scanning electron microscopy of a six-leg Hall device. b) In-plane 
and out-of-plane M–H hysteresis of blanket film. Insets show stack structure and full M–H loops at large fields. c–e) OOP, IP, EA, and HA are short 
for out-of-plane, in-plane, easy axis, and hard axis, Rxy as a function of switching current (Iy) at various applied fields. The arrows in (d) and (e) indicate 
history of applying Hy.
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Another Hall bar with 20 µm width was fabricated (Figure 2f 
inset) to examine Modes I and II. First, SOT switching in Mode 
I was reproduced in the new Hall bar (Figure 2c,d): (i) chirality 
underwent a reversal as only increasing magnitude of Hy and 
(ii) field-free switching depended on magnetizing history of 
the in-plane layer. In this case, the magnetization switching 
behavior is very similar to that shown in Figure 1c–e. Critical 
current density increased to 3.3 × 107 A cm−2 in the new Hall 
bar due to shunting effect of wider legs.

After that, SOT-switching of in-plane layer by a preset cur-
rent Ix in Mode II was achieved (Figure 2e). In this case, Ix with 
duration of 10 ms was first applied to “preset” magnetization 

of the in-plane layer. Then Ix was shut down and Iy was applied 
to switch the perpendicular layer as in Mode I. From chirality 
of the perpendicular layer in Mode I, the preset state of the 
in-plane layer could be inferred: my

top > 0 and my
top < 0 as the 

chirality switched clockwise and counterclockwise, respec-
tively. Controllability of the chirality via Ix can be easily under-
stood from Figure 2e. For example, after applying Ix of +135 
(−135) mA, the chirality in Mode I became clockwise (coun-
terclockwise). Then the magnetization of the in-plane Co layer 
could be inferred along the positive (negative) y-axis. By this 
method, we attained the critical current density to switch the 
in-plane layer as shown in Figure 2f. This figure summarized 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of switching Mode I and II, and manipulation of SC in the new four-leg Hall device. a,b) For Mode I and II, respectively. 
HIEC and σ stand for interlayer exchange coupling field and spin–orbit torque, respectively. Switching (preset) current is parallel (normal) to the EA of 
the in-plane layer. The yellow arrows show the magnetization directions. c) Rxy as a function of Iy measured at various applied field. d) Field-free SOT 
switching. They were measured at zero field (outside of magnet). Applied field before field-free measurement was marked. e) Manipulation of switching 
chirality utilizing a preset current Ix. After excitation by different preset currents, the switching behaviors of the perpendicular layer in Mode I were 
tracked. The arrow indicates measurement history. f) Extracted switching behaviors as a function of the preset current. ΔRxy × chirality characterizes 
both switching degree and chirality.
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switching chirality of the perpendicular layer after different Ix 
excitation where ΔRxy was the difference of Rxy between spin-
up and spin-down states at zero Iy and clockwise or counter-
clockwise chirality was defined as +1 or −1, respectively. The 
critical current density about 4.6 × 107 A cm−2 was estimated 
in Mode II. It is worth stressing that all the operations in 
Figure 2e,f and Figure 3 are demonstrated without any applied 
field by taking devices out of magnet. In this sense, beyond the 
work of Lau[23] where the in-plane layer has no access to SOT 
and thus unswitchable, this work provided a more versatile and 
electrical way to control field-free SOT-switching.

Remarkably, stability of the perpendicular (in-plane) layer 
was protected by symmetry requirements for SOT-switching in 
Mode II (Mode I). These restrictions intrinsically guaranteed 
safety, nonvolatility, and independency of data stored in both 
layers, which inspired and motivated us to design program-
mable spin-logic devices based on reversibility of the chirality 
and field-free operation.

It is worth noting that logic-in-memory architectures are 
regarded as an effective solution to the famous and daunting 
memory wall problem, a bottleneck caused by limited memory 
bandwidth and speed mismatch between processor and 
memory.[31,32] One feasible and promising way to realize the 
architecture is developing logic functionality in emerging non-
volatile memories such as magnetic random access memory. 
However, a scientific challenge for the architecture still lies 
on searching for ideal physical systems which could be swiftly 
switched between different nonvolatile states and in which the 
switching between the states could be flexibly controlled. It is 
more favorable that the above switching and its control could 
both be executed by electric manners. Although still in infancy 
stage, our crossed anisotropic structure operational by SOTs 
inherently satisfied all the above requirements, which encour-
aged us to build a prototype spin-logic device.

The Hall bar structure of a spin-logic device is shown in 
the inset of Figure 2f. Two currents IA and IB as inputs were 
applied along the y-axis. Input values of 1 and 0 were repre-
sented by IA/B values of −55 and 0 mA, respectively. Output C 
was characterized by mz

top of the perpendicular layer or anoma-
lous Hall resistance Rxy of the device. Spin-up and spin-down 
states denoted Output 1 and 0, respectively. In practice, as dis-
played by dashed lines in Figure 3, Output 1 and 0 were identi-
fied by Rxy ≥ 14 mΩ and Rxy < 14 mΩ, respectively. Preset Ix of 
±135 mA was only used to control the direction of the in-plane 
layer, the switching chirality of the perpendicular layer and then 
define the functionality of a spin logic gate. It was switched 
OFF during subsequent logic operations. Besides a preset pro-
cess, our spin-logic device needed another reset step to a proper 
initialization state as refs. [12,13,33] and final operation step to 
perform Boolean logics. Figure 3 presents three logic opera-
tions accomplished in a single device by utilizing different 
preset current Ix.

For AND gate (Figure 3a), Ix of +135 mA was first applied to 
align the in-plane layer along the +y-axis and preset switching 
chirality of the perpendicular layer clockwise (Figure 2e). A crit-
ical current IC of about 90 mA along the y-axis was then neces-
sary to switch the perpendicular layer. Before logic operation, 
the perpendicular layer of a device was initially reset to spin-
down state by IA = IB = 55 mA. In the final logic operation, if 
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Figure 3. Programmable logic operations of a single device. Boolean func-
tions of: a) AND, b) NAND, and c) NOT were realized. Preset Ix recon-
figured the device among the different logic gates by a single pulse at the 
beginning of logic operations. IA and IB served as inputs. Output 0 and 
1 was noticeably resolved by Rxy. Rxy ≥ 14 mΩ (Rxy < 14 mΩ) corresponded 
to Output 1 (0), respectively, as shown by dashed lines. AND and NAND 
gates were repeated two times and NOT gate was repeated four times.
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A = B = 0 or IA = IB = 0 mA, the perpendicular layer retained its 
initial spin-down state and the device output Logic 0. If either 
of Input A or B was chosen as 1, for example, IA = −55 mA 
and IB = 0 mA, |IA + IB| was still smaller than IC, so the device 
also output Logic 0. Only when A = B = 1 or IA = IB = −55 mA 
and |IA + IB| > IC, the perpendicular layer could be deterministi-
cally switched from the initial spin-down state to spin-up state, 
and then the output of device showed Logic 1. In this case, the 
device functioned as an AND gate (Figure 3a).

For NAND gate (Figure 3b), Ix = −135 mA was first applied 
to reverse the SOT-switching chirality of the perpendicular layer 
from clockwise to counterclockwise by electrically switching the 
in-plane layer from my

top > 0 to my
top < 0. This operation could 

mimic the function of an inverter and further enable our device 
to be programmable from the previous AND to the current 
NAND gate. Therefore, the same reset and logic operations 
as AND gate (shown by the same operations of IA and IB in 
Figure 3a,b) resulted in opposite logic outputs. The program-
mability between NAND and AND gates was nontrivial. It was 
the preset current Ix or SOT-switching of the in-plane layer that 
made the programmability come true.

For the NOT gate (Figure 3c), the preset and reset process 
was the same as the NAND gate. In logic operation process, only 
A was used as the input while B was fixed to −55 mA. During 
the logic operations, A = 1 (0) favored spin-down (spin-up)  
state and thus finally output 0 (1).

An ideal spin logic cell would better be based on a mag-
netic tunnel junction to improve the read margin. Then one 
side of the perpendicular layer has to be exposed to a barrier 
while the other side contacts a heavy metal providing SOT and 
mediating IEC, such as CoFeB/Ta/CoFeB/MgO/pinned layer. 
Though in perpendicularly coupled CoFeB/Ta/CoFeB systems, 
Shi[34] and Bi[35] have investigated the interplay of SOT and 
IEC, indicating possibility of transferring our technique into a 
CoFeB/Ta/CoFeB system with the crossed anisotropy. Besides, 
spin dynamics of Pt/Co/Ru/Co/Pt system driven by SOT 
shared similarity with the ideal CoFeB/Ta/CoFeB system if the 
thickness of the top and bottom Pt layers was fixed the same. 
In these systems, spin dynamics of the perpendicular and in-
plane layers need to be both taken into account and utilize 
them in order to realize bilayer switching. (Theoretical analysis 
could be found in Section SC, Supporting Information.) It is a 
pronounced difference from the previous studies[20–24] where 
only dynamics of a perpendicular layer was considered. Fur-
thermore, the field-like torque in the Pt/Co/Ru/Co/Pt system 
obtained in the second harmonic Hall measurement was very 
small and could be ignored (Section SB, Supporting Informa-
tion), which made Pt/Co/Ru/Co/Pt system an ideal toy model 
to study switching mechanism driven purely by damping-like 
SOT in this crossed anisotropic system. This is the reason why 
the Pt/Co/Ru/Co/Pt system was chosen. While we cannot 
totally exclude the contribution from the spin current gener-
ated by in-plane ferromagnetic layer proposed by refs. [36,37], 
we have confirmed through second harmonic technique that 
the spin torques sensed by the perpendicular Co layer are 
mainly contributed by spin Hall effect of the Pt layers in our 
case (Section SB, Supporting Information). It is also worth 
pointing out that the coupling type, antiferromagnetic or fer-
romagnetic coupling between the two Co layers, is optional 

for the chirality control and logic operations. Both of them can 
lead to similar results.

Spin logic based on magnetic tunnel junctions has charming 
advantages of nonvolatility, high speed, high parallel computing 
capability, and compatibility with current CMOS and magnetic 
random access memory technologies, being a promising way 
to achieve logic-in-memory architectures. However, its devel-
opment is still hampered by the following issues such as lack 
of proper physical mechanisms to support fast and energy-
efficient spin logic operations and demand of new cascading 
methods to realize compatibility of logic devices with emerging 
nonvolatile memories. Some pioneering studies[38,39] have 
already been devoted to the second issue and shown that non-
volatile devices integrated into traditional CMOS circuits could 
be practical cascading solutions. Here, our results showed the 
magnetic bilayer system with crossed anisotropy could be fully 
controllable by pure electrical manners via the spin Hall effect 
without any aid of applied magnetic field. Controllable parame-
ters included not only magnetizations of the films with in-plane 
and perpendicular anisotropy but also switching chirality of 
the perpendicular layer. These merits would make the crossed 
anisotropic system suitable to realize multistate memories and 
even logic-in-memory architectures in the future.

Experimental Section
The stacks (Figure 1b,c, insets) were deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates by 
magnetron sputtering technique (TMR R&D Sputtering System, ULVAC) 
with base pressure of 1.0 × 10−6 Pa at room temperature. During 
deposition process, an in-plane magnetic field to induce easy axis was 
provided. The stacks were then patterned via ultraviolet lithography 
and argon ion etching into two types of Hall bars with widths of 10 and 
20 µm as illustrated in Figures 1a and 3d, respectively. Cu/Au electrodes 
were finally deposited to connect terminals of the Hall bars. Magnetic 
properties were measured by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, 
Micro Sense) while magnetotransport properties such as Hall resistance 
Rxy were measured by four-terminal method. Keithley 2400 provided 
constant current Ix or Iy while Keithley 2182 picked up Hall voltages 
Vy or Vx. In the magnetotransport measurement, the magnetic field 
was provided by a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS-9T, 
Quantum Design) or core-free Helmholtz coils. The latter could 
provide magnetic field of ±340 Oe with negligible remanence (<0.5 Oe). 
Field-free switching performance was double-checked by taking samples 
fully out from magnet to avoid any remanence. Spin–orbit torques have 
been calibrated by standard second harmonic techniques as used in 
refs. [40,41] All the measurements were conducted at room temperature.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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